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Helping Roles in School Systems: Counselors as Maintainers of

the Status Quo

Susan'Demirsky Allan

The Uriiversity of Michigan . 0

An analysis of sociological role mode1,1..aories of

helping systems indicates that such systems.opefate in a

clinical manner, thus serving as maintenance devices for the

organizational status quo. The role of the Tchool counselor

was examined for evidence pf a clinical oriehtation.

Ebur school districts with 162 counselors participated

in a Counselor Role Survey, intensive interviews, and pro-

vided faritten docuttentary materials. The literature of the

field was also analyzedfor evidence of clinical orientation.

All evidence suppoted counselors' lack of recognition of

envirOnmental prgblems, strong emphasis on clinical problems,

tendency to view others'as klaving clinical expectations of

the counselor role, and tp see those perceived as having the

most exclusively clidical expectationg as the most realistic
0

about the counselor role. P
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An analysis of sociologidal role model theories of helping

systems indicates that sugh systems operate in a primarily

"clinical", manner which acts as a maintenalIce device for the

cTganizational status quo (Glidewell, 1972; Levine and Levine,

1970; Cicourel and Kitsuse, 1963; Laing, 1961; ,Szasz, 1963).

I contend that the role of counselor in a school setting (the

prime helping role in most schools) is entrenched in this help-

ing role mode and therefore acts to change individuallstudents

to_accomodate to schools at the expense of seeking school change.

I Will present
4a

continuum of possible helping role models as

a conceptual framework for exploring the orientations of help-
,

ing professionals,,explore the various theoretical and research

models for their implications and present evidence that the

counseling profession as well as individual counselors embrace

a model of individual accomodation to social systems,

A continuum of "clinical" versus "environmental" role

models is proposedas a framework for exploring helping role

orientations. I defihe a clinical role model as one characteriz-

ed by a tendency to formulate problems as internal to individuals

(intrapsychic) or in,terms of the individual's interaction with

a small number of other individuals. Change is required of the

individual to gccomodate to the social or political system. The

terminology frequently emplOyed (based on that of f4-ie medical

fields) refers to pathologies and deviances. References to

personality characteristics of the client and/or his/her family

are also made. The emphasis is on helping the individual ad-

just to or accomodate to the social system. If the individdal

4
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fails to accept help or make adjustments in a reasonable amount,

of time.so that he is no longer severely disruptive to the social

system, he may be defindd as. so,seriqusly pathological as to'be

virual1y incurable and be removed from the system. Healthy
.

versus
,
non-healthy attitudes may be used synonymously with com-

pliant versus non-compliant attitbdes.

I define an environmental role model' as one characterized

by a tendencylto fotmulate problems as external to the individual
.

(although problems are sensed by ividuals) and as a function

of .the social and/Or political system. The terminology used is

that of group and organizational dynamics, sociology and poli-

tics. Emphsis is on bringing various aspects of the organiza-

tion or sociak system into, harmony with each other and with

individual needs. ¶he system is required to accomodate not

only tothe majority of individuals within it, but also to a

large degree of variance. This orientation does not see de-

viance from a norm as a problem in itself, but only as it pro-
.

.duces conflicts with the wider social system. Non-compliance

may be seen as a sign of mental health if the social system is

judged to be incapable of meeting the needs of those for whom

it exists.

The theory of the "helping dyad or triad" (Glidewell, 1972)

is a useful starting, point for examining the sociological struc-
.

ture.and function,of the' "ideal" traditional helping role model.

The helping dyad or triad consists of two or three people: an

individual whose behavior is did.uptive to the social systerd and '

one or two high-status "helpers" who possess special skills

J
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thought necessary to aid the disruptive individual. The helping
I

dyad oY triad's basic nature is that of a "social order main-

tenance" device.

"Within itself the helping triad is not an instrument of

social change. it evolved to change the individual, not the

society". (Glidewell, 1972). Most of the intended effects of

a helping triad are to keep the environment undisturbed and

unchanged. In the process of carrying out its functiOn it

attempts to isolate the aevianti thus pZ.otecting the system

from the spread of his ideag or behavior. When successful, it
.. .-

puts the deviant under stress to modify his behavior to accomo-1'

V
date to the system. - "I', ,,

.

In an application study of the sociological function of"

counseling, Cicourel and Kitguse (1963) call attention to the

process of deflecting chnge that results from a clinical help-

ing model. They document the use of clinical terminology by
I

counselors and the interpretation of problems in psychological

- and clinical terms. The counseling vocabulary interprets prb-

blems in terms., of the students' "motivation", "family situation",

"peer adjustment" etc. The more professional the counselor, the

more clinical the interpretation was likely to be. Cicourel

and Kitsuse also point out the consequence of such an orienta-

tion of "help" is to deflect school administration from examin-

ing the school system or the activities of the counselor, tea-
t

chers or administrators' as sources of problems.
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b.

The .labelling.of an individual by clinical terminology is,

both a social and political* as well as a psychological event.

Some psychiatrists (Laing, 1967; Szasz, 1963) have emphasized

tti4 that the finding of mental illness is made by "establishing a

deviance in behavior from certain psychosocial, ethical or legal

norms" ,(Szasz, 1963). As do Vembers of the psychiatric profes-
,

sion, counselors have a vested interest by substantiating their

possession of "unique" therapeutic skills. Further,for a stu-

dent to be labelled as mentally ill or deviant is a political

event that affects the students' rights and privileges. While.

a counselor's label alone may not commit an individual student.

to.institutionalization, the counselor's recommendation may
4

affect adjudication of custody and institutional commitment.

_More usually,.the counselorls opinion may label a student with-
, -

in the school as a "sick person" who is not to be taken serious -

ly. Repercussions of this judgement may aff'ect.employmenti

college, social relations and one's political position in the
*IV

school.

The political dilemma of the mental health field in re-

lationship to social control is also explored by Levine and

Levine (1970). In this attempt to place the rode of the mental

health professions in a historical and political context the

conclusion emerges that mental health professionals "must be

viewed as agents of deviance control". "Net only is the mental

r- health professional the one who identifies the deviant; in the

very doing he confirms the validity of the social norm violated

....in periods of acute social change, the mental health



professional may contribute to the exacerbation of the disloca-

tions people endure becoming part of the rocess which in-

duces and maintains cultural lag." (emphasis theirs, Levine and

Levine, 1970).

The philosophical orientation of a field or individual is

seen by Levine and Levine (1970) as a direct expression of a

political viewpoint. Aligning'oneself with environmental or

individual change may be parallel to al gning oneself with

reform and conservative viewpoints. This viewpoint may in part

be dependent upon the dominant social and political ethos of the

society.
)

Being a clinical or an environmental helping professional

is more than a choice of theory.. It is an expressi n of the

individual's, the field's and the society's current philosophy

about the nature of human beings. The choice that, I will attempt

to show has been made in the school counseling field--that of,the

clinict4n--clarifies the counseloas a political being `and as

an agent of the presiding social system% A counselor is,not a

detached objective prcifessional above the political storms and

changing times as much of the school counseling literature Mould'

'have ohe believe (Allan, 1974), brit a consequence and a functiOn

of thgt social and political mileau. .An understanding of coun-

seling in that perspective.is a necessary prerequisite to the

consideration of'alternate helping roles.

I
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The first technique used was a review of the' school coun-

seling literature to assess the orientation reflected by articles

in the field. Articles were grouped as.to clinical or environ-

mental orientation as well as finer distinctions within each

catego
%

Que onnaires Were distributed to 108 counselors in four

school systems. One of the systems was urban, one rural and

two suburban. Sixty-eight usable responses were received

yielding a return rate of 63%. One of the questionnaires, the

Counselor vole Survey, consisted of a list of twenty-two possible

counselor functions separable into environmental, clinical and
o

mechanical categories. The counselor was asked to rate each

function as being of major importance, of minor importance]

.not impoAAnt or not counselor role. They were also asked to

rank order the 'three f;Actions'that they considered most im-
.

port'ant in the counseling role. Space for writing in other

, functions was provided.

0.Intensive interviews were condudted with a smaller sub-

sample of 12 counselors distributed over all four target dis-

tricts. These interviews were taped, transcribed'and coded by

an independent coder as well as by the investigator (agt(elent*

rate = 88%) for evidence of clinical or environmental orienta-

tions;'

Finally, counselor statements and workshop summaries re-

garding counseling goals were Collected from schools in the sam-

ple where such information was available, in order to provide
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written confirVation of the formal goals and philosophy of

counseling departments in the sample.

Results and Discussion

The bulk of'debate in the counseling literature, reviewdd

centered around which clinical vieTni of the counseling 41e is

best, rather than being a clinical versus envirqAmental debate.

4,

There were relatively few articles indicating an environmental

'perspective and those that did exist occasioned little comment

from dose advocating linical points of view (Allan, 1974)1.

While the details of tije review are far too lengthy for this

paper, some of the rol, s advocated were that
(

of psychotherapist,

facilitator, deirelopme'ntalist, eclectic, behaviorist or con-
.

tingency _anager (for the schools goals not for the clients),

rand some combinations of:tire above. In some cases there was

tremendous emphasis on deviance and the use of the medical

model A listing of terms from just one page in an article

advocating psychotherapy as the counselor role illustrates the

emphasis on deviance: the use of the' word "normal" in quota -

tion marks; "disabling", "emotional cripple ", "illnesses",

"treated ", "mental hygiene; ",, "aberration "abnormalabnormal psychology",

"diagnostics", "so-called normals", and the expression that

" so-called normals" and "abnormals" and usually the same popu-

lation (Albert, 1966). The point, however, is that while actual

counselor functions may not duplicate the theoretical per-
,

spectiVes, the counseling literature revealed an individual

focus; one which defined as,interhal to individuals and requir-

ed individual qhange as'a solution.

1 ()
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The Counselor Role SUrvey was analyzed by averaging the'
.

u , ,

counselor tankin4s for each item by each of the three major
.c. 7.

school districts (one of the suburban districts was too small

'1,4, to be included in this portion of the study) and compiling' the
1

averageffor,tile.entire population of 6P counselors. A rank-
.

c 0

orderi,,g was developed reflecting an average counselor, eating of

Ins9rt:Table 1 about'here

various questions. Items adjudged clinicallcounseling'indivi-
e

dual students about peronal problems, advising on individual

\

vocational problems, group counseling students about per-

Sonal problems) received the three highest rankings. The most
i , p ,

environmental items, developing school Ove6ance and policy
. ,

..\

and-developing discipline policy', were two E the lowest three
, ,...

1 '

ranked. Two more envi\fonmental items (designing in- service

training for teachers and master schedule planning and ,advising)

,

were among the lowest ranked making four of the lowest)vnked

five items environmental .'

Two of the items intended as environmental could not be

rated as clinical or enviropmental due to double meanings

of. the wording. These differing interpretations were revealed

through conversations with courlOrs d'i"ing the subsample

interviews and through the high, correlation of the two items

with the clinical items. When t ese two items are eliminated a

es for the counselors \to rank clinical items as moretrend emer

important than environmental item. Also, in the two cases

whre more than one interpretation of an item was pdssible,

counselors choke the clihical interpretation, thus strengthening
f
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the evidence for a clinical orientation.

8- ,

Further evidince fora clinidal-orientation on the part

of counselbrs results from the intensive interview stbsample.-

4

Counselors werd.chosen who appeared,to, eflect either a Orting__

clinical or :`strong environmental viewpoint *on the Counselor
.

. Role
..

Sturvey (and an accompanying background questionnaire)

frol,each school district. The interview results, which will
i

.

\ ,

be only partially dealt with here, showpd strong agreement with '

i

the questionnaire results.

I, .

When asked to name the major responsibilities.of their-
. .

job as a counselor some066% of the f,unctions mentioned by the

entire interview Subsample booth clinical and environmental
17

counselors) were clinical in nature. 'All of these clinical

responses fell within one of the following categories: infor-

mation resource to individual students, resource for teadhers,

parents and administrators to give information on or change

a
the behavior of individual students, and counseling individual

i

students'or stall groups about personal (fat ly, emotional or

\

academic) problems with the goal of i dividual understanding

or change. Only 13% of the responses fell within environmental

categories [information resource to groups of students; resource

for teachers to improve l'cistructidhet mediator between students

Ti

on the one hand and teachers, parents and<or aaministrators on

the Other; organizational change (including curriculum innova-

tion, school governance and policy, liason to adMinistration

etc.); and doCial,prOjects]. The remaining 21% of responseA

indicated-mechanical work ('i.e. clerical, atten nce etc.) .'

S' 7
,

,
.

.."--
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While counSeldrs who the Counselor Role Survey indicated would

be " environmentalists" did mention significantly more environ-
' 4

mental responsibilities than did counselors predicted to be,

1 (.X _21cifclinical = 4.69, p<.05j. However, it is also signifi-

cant that even in the non-representative s sample which s rar

More heavily weighted for environmentalists, clinical functions

received such heavy emphasis.

Counselors,also enjoy and feel the, most confident in the

/
"

role of the cliniCian. When asked which responsibilities they
.,

r ,

.

,.

.

most enjoy performing all 16 responses., were within clinical

categories with 14 indicating counsel\ing,individual students.

When asked which responsibilities the'y feel they de best, 14 out ,

of 15 resppnses were in clinical categories with 12 of these

in individual counseling.

'' Counselors perceptions ,of the expectations Of others 'in

the school were\also distinctly clinical. The counselors were

. asked how principals, teachers, p#ents and student saw the role
- N , .

..,
,

Ine-q Table' about 'here

,

,
.

of couns,-or, what their expeCta ions were, and whethef their
. .

-
.

expectations were realistic. riS wee seen as having the
,

-------

7

most positive attittue,-no environmental expecta..ions and the

most realistic expectations of the counselor. Students were
.

seen as having a Mixed attitude, the most environmental expecta-
,

--,--

tions and the le4.st realistic.expectations of the counselor role.

Teache;ls were seen as almost as negative as students and parent

attitudes appeared to be largely unknown to most counselors.

13
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While there were no significant differences between the clinica/
,-.

1

and environmental
'/

counselors'on these points, it is worth not-7

ing that thiethree counselors who did assess student expectations
i

as rea Istic were
\

all environmental and the three counselors
..

,

who student attitudes as negative were clinical. The
1

trend for all counselors, however, .is to see groups of people

bel
\

ieved to hold environmental or mixed expectations as un-

realistic and to see those believed to hold clinical expecta-

tions as There is also evidence of self-admitted

,

ignorance of community attitudes toward counselor functions.

' Finally, the written guidelines distributed by'counseling

depaxtments in high schools or districts also shed light on the

counselors' orientatiQns and goals. This material was not

available in many7schools (information was obtained from only

three), however, NNtat is available reveals.useful information

about the accepted counseling philosophy.

The rural school di trict had produced a goals statement

that was intended to beicounty-wide. The counselorewno pro-

vided this statement (an environmentalist) expressed some

dissatisfaction with the survey but said it was "the beet we

have". ,,The general statement was oriented toward the accounta-

bility of the school counselor toward his/hers various clients

Accountability of the School Counselor to Pupils

COUNSELING - through the counseling relationshp, he helps

each student to"understand himself in relation to the world in

which he lives; to resolve special problems; and to develop

competence 1;1 mdking decisions....

14,
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Two of th' schools in the urban district had wZitten

stweeMents. One was a statement of philosophy'. The other

wasa format and sampled results of a workshpp on direCtions

in guidance.

The philosophy statement was as follows:

Phis :we believe: Since a great numbersof our students'

are 'educatiOnally deprived', the Guidance Department of

Senior High School' should be and is dedicated to help the°cQun-
'

selee seek knowledge of himself, to assist him in the develop-

merit of self-discipline, encourage him in the thinking of his

values and in making decisions based on true beliefs.

S6 low are the aspirations of many and so void,are they

of a 'worthwhile image, that we as counselors have a definite

responsiylity in, assisting them:

1. In adjustment

2. In solving problems

3. In maturing,

4. In developing an open-mindedness toward diversity and
P '1 n

'change.

It is difficult to understand how counselee!s knowledge of

themselves or for thatmatter any individual and personal

changes, will change the situation of educational deprivatiOn

in that high school. Nov is it clear why educational.depriva-

tion should make Individual self-knowledge, discipline or think-

,.

ing of values and making decisions based on true beliefs more

important than in an educationally advantaged, situation. The
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counseling. -staff At this school appears to have given very little

consideration to the nature of the problems they are confront-

ing and logical, much less effective, solutions. Little conned-
.

tion is apparent between their definition of an .environmental

7problemand their' proposal of clinical solutions.

The workshop for Directions in Guidance illustrated more

teacher than counselor views. However, the majority of sug-

gestions were clearly of a, clinical or clerical nature. The

only workshop session that appearep*rto promise an environmen-
-

tal response was one on social counseling. However the sug-

gestions from this workshop were that referrals be provided

for nurses, vocational rehabilitation, speech therapy, reading

clinics and "special services". The thrust here is surely

on individual solutions to individual problems. Speech therapy,

while worthwhile, can hardly be seen as an attempt at social

change. 4

Three separate lines of evidence (survey, i.zjterview and

documentary data) indicate a strongly clinical
N
yentation on

the part of members of the counseling professio4. CounselOrs

do not appear to 'recognize environmental problkas as a part of

their professional role, nor do they perceive others (with the

partial exception of students) as holding this expectation of

their role.'

Conclusion 110

--,- Counselors are operating within a model that protects the

status quo, fails to address change and depends for its con-

tinuance on advocacy of the currently existing school system.

16
N
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During times of school disruption and dissatisfaction a

need exists for school personnel to have an orientation that

permits openness to environmental. change and skills in bring-

ing needed changes about. An environmental orientation is not

a sufficient condition for a counselor, to adopt an activist or

change-oriented strategy; however, it is certainly a nebessary

condition. If counselors are unable to recognize the environ-

mental problems. that exist they certainly will not be able to

adequately meet the challenge of these problems. I contend

that this is the situation of the counseling profession at the

current time, and as a result of this orientation counselors

may be one force preventing schools fr8M recognizing needed

changes.

A
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Table 1., Rank Order of Responses of 6,0 Counselors td the

0
Counselor Role Survey

. .

Rank Item

i1. Counseling individual

personWproblems

2. Advising on individual vocational

problems

nG

C/E1 Score2

students about

.

C 3.91

C 3.85

3.5 Group counseling students about

personal problems C' 3.81

3.5 Group counseling students about

school problems 3.81

5. .DeVeloping a pOol of vocational

information E 3.60

6.
A

AdviSing and determining individual

student schedules 3.59

School-commuhity relations ,E7. 3.44

.

8.. Consulting on ,group d3 amics
4

E 3.29

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

i

Counseling teachers on classroom
*

,

" r,
p..blems

Family counseling

,Cgrriculum design

Achievement testing'
U

Developing .drug plograms

Personality testing 4

'IQ testing

Attendance

C

E

C

E

C

C.

C

3.22.

. 3.18

2.91

,2.75

2.59

2.53

2.43

2.29

4
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Rank Order of Responses of 68,Counselors'to, the Counselor

Role Survey.,(con!t.)

.1
Rank Item /E Score

17. Counseling) teachers on'persopal

probl'ems C 2.24

18.. Designing in- service training for

teachers E 2%18

19. Master schedule planning and-advising E 2.10'

20. Developing school.governance and

policy E .1.82
va

21. Developing discipline policy E 1.72

22. Administering discipline C 1.07

C= clinical item. E= environmental item

-= indeterminate (see text)

2 Scores are on a scale of 1 to 4.

1= not counselor role

2= unimportant

3= minor importance

4= major importance

t
4
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Table 2. Data from Counselor Interviews on the Counse-

lor's perception of the attitudes, role expectations, and

realism of expectations of prinrlpals, teachers, parents,

and students toward the counselor's job.

Attitude Expectations Realism

084.10 03 C4 M5 E6 +7 -8

Principals 9 2 3 15' 10 0 9 3 2

Teachers 3 2 9 14 6 4 4

Parents -4 0 10 15 2 4 6 5, 3

Students 3 3 8 17 1 15 3 11, 0

1 Positive attitude
2 Negative attitude
3 Counselor doesn't know or thinks it is mixed-.
4 Functions designated as clinical
5 Functions designated as4fitechanical
6. Functions designated as environmental
? Expectations are realistic
e.Egpectations are unrealistic
9 Counselor doesn't know whether expectations are realistic
or unrealistic


